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Asymmetry of the magnetization reversal mechanism probed by relaxation measurements
in La-Ca-Mn-O ferromagnetic Õantiferromagnetic multilayers
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In exchange-coupled ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic La0.60Ca0.40MnO3(FM)/La0.33Ca0.67MnO3(AF) multi-
layers the magnetization reversal mechanism is probed by magnetic viscosity and remanence measurements
below ~5 K! and above~80 K! the blocking temperatureTB570 K. The magnetic relaxation follows the ln(t)
behavior at 5 K, which is a universal feature of a slow relaxation process, whereas at 80 K the time decay
requires an additional exponential term. BelowTB , the observed loop asymmetries in the irreversible suscep-
tibility ( x irr ) and the magnetic viscosity~S! reveal two inequivalent reversal mechanisms between the field
increasing and field decreasing branches of the hysteresis loop.
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The construction of complex layered structures1 that con-
sist of La0.67A0.33MnO3 (A5Ca,Sr) ferromagnetic~FM! per-
ovskites is one of the hottest topics in magnetism today
to ever increasing demand for nanostructured sensors
magnetic storage nanodevices.2 The exchange bias
phenomenon,3 through which the exchange coupling b
tween a FM and an antiferromagnetic~AF! layer can cause a
unidirectional anisotropy at the FM/AF interface, is ofte
used4 in thin-film devices to pin the magnetization in a d
sired direction. Exchange biasing can be observed when
FM layer is field cooled through the Neel temperature of
AF phase and it appears as a displaced FM hysteresis l
Today there are a lot of questions that remain open in un
standing the intriguing microscopic reversal mechanisms
exchange-biased films where a large variety of interfa
spin structures can be stabilized.3,5,6 The explanation of the
observed7–12 asymmetry in the reversal mechanism betwe
the field increasing and field decreasing branches of the
teresis loop remains one of the great challenges in these
tems.

Of particular interest are the exchange bias propertie
(La,Ca)MnO3 AF/FM bilayers and multilayers because th
exhibit some distinct exchange coupling features13–15 rela-
tive to their transition-metal3 counterparts. Exchange biasin
has been detected below a blocking temperatureTB'70 K
in bilayers15 and multilayers13 consisting of alternating FM
and AF (La,Ca)MnO3 layers for a variety of Ca21

concentrations.14 A distinct asymmetry of the magnetizatio
reversal mechanism has been observed14 in ~i! the magnetiz-
ing field dependence of the left (H1) and right (H2) coercive
fields where the film magnetization goes to zero on the fi
decreasing and increasing branches of the loop respect
and ~ii ! the pronounced asymmetry in the field decreas
and increasing branches of isothermal magnetoresist
loops measured belowTB . This asymmetry dissapears abo
TB , indicating that it is related only with the exchange bia
ing mechanism.

The time dependence of the magnetization under a c
stant external field measures the thermal activation of
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magnetization over energy barriers, which define the mag
tization process in a film and is usually applied for the stu
of the magnetization reversal mechanism. In FM films th
exhibit a wide range of energy barriers the magnetizat
time decay follows a ln(t) behavior16,17 only below a block-
ing or freezing temperatureTf , resulting from the superpo
sition of many exponential decays with different magne
relaxation times. The slope of the magnetization time de
represents themagnetic viscosity: S52(]M /] ln t)uH , which
can be conviently expressed in percent moment decay
decade.18 An irreversible change of the magnetizationdM
can be induced as well by a change of the external field
dH. Such changes define the irrevesrible susceptibilityx irr
5(]M /]H)u t . A fictitious field can be defined as wel
which arises from thermal fluctuation effects19: H f
5S/x irr . This H f can be estimated by macroscopic me
surements and can provide further insight into the magn
zation revesal mechanism. In addition, it is used to evalu
the activation volume for the magnetization reversal19:

V* 5
kBT

MsH f
. ~1!

However, the observedTB in exchange-biased films i
mainly associated with the stabilization of the unidirection
anisotropy at the FM/AF interfaces. Thus, on application o
field below TB in AF/FM systems, the time dependence
the magnetization measures the thermal activation over
ergy barriers originating from the unidirectional anisotrop
Thus far, time dependence measurements on AF/FM syst
have been explained by using different models.12,20,21 In
MnF2 /Fe bilayers12 the observed asymmetry of magnetiz
tion reversal is attributed to coherent rotation in the one lo
side and to domain nucleation on the other loop side.
NiO/NiCoFe or FeMn/NiCoFe bilayers20 the observed de-
crease ofHEB(t) has been interpreted as a thermally assis
reversal of the staggered magnetization directions of m
netic domains in the AF layer. For the case of the pinn
FeMn/NiCoFe layer of a spin-valve21 complex time-
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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dependent effects occur in the FM~pinned! layer due to sig-
nificant reversal in the AF~pinning! layer during the time of
measurement.

In this study the asymmetry of the reversal mech
nism is probed by magnetic viscosity and remane
measurements in @(FM)La0.60Ca0.40MnO3(4 nm)/
(AF)La0.33Ca0.67MnO3(4 nm#15 multilayers, where the
maximum exchange biasing field (HEB) is observed.14 The
multilayers were prepared by pulsed laser deposition of b
stoichiometric targets on (001)LaAlO3 ~LAO! single-crystal
substrates. The beam of an LPX105 eximer laser~Lambda
Physic!, operating with KrF gas (l5248 nm), was focused
on a rotating target. During deposition the substrate temp
ture was stabilized at 700 °C and the oxygen pressure in
chamber was 0.3 Torr, resulting in a deposition rate
0.03 nm per pulse. The multilayers were grown on a 40-n
thick La0.33Ca0.67MnO3 AF buffer layer due to better lattice
matching with the LAO substrate used.

The epitaxially strained growth of these multilayers h
been revealed by low-angle and high-angle x-ray diffract
~XRD!, conventional, and high-resolution transmission el
tron microscopy ~TEM! measurements in previou
studies.14,15 The XRD spectra show a strong texturing alo
the pseudocubic~001! direction of the perovskite unit cell
Both XRD and TEM measurements show that the out-
planed spacings are 0.382 nm for the AF~0.381 nm in bulk!
and 0.390 nm~0.3858 nm in bulk! for the FM layers.15 This
out-of-plane lattice expansion indicates that the FM la
carries a stress-induced anisotropy which adds to the
magnetic anisotropy energy. Since the magnetic easy ax
along the direction of tensile strain in strained (La,Ca)Mn3
epitaxial films,22 the FM layers would exhibit an out-of
plane, stress-induced, uniaxial anisotropy.15 This anisotropy
is revealed when isothermal magnetization and remane
measurements are compared with the field applied par
(Hi) and perpendicular (H') to the film plane, as indicated
by experiments15,23 that study the reversal modes
exchange-biased AF/FM multilayers with an out-of-pla
easy axis.

Magnetic relaxation measurements were performed i
Quantum Design MPMSR2 superconducting quantum in
ference device~SQUID! magnetometer. For these measu
ments @M (t)# the sample was initially saturated by fie
cooling ~FC! in 50 kOe from 300 K to 5 K or 80 K.Subse-
quently the field was reduced to a constant value betwee
and 25 kOe, and the magnetization was measured a
function of time. During theM (t) data collection the tem
perature was stabilized within 20 mK. To collect relaxati
data for the field increasing branch the sample was expo
to 250 kOe after the field cooling in 50 kOe and then t
field was fixed to the desired value where theM (t) data were
collected. Remanent magnetizationMR(H) curves were ob-
tained for the same fields and temperatures for which re
ation measurements were performed. Thus, forMR(H) mea-
surements the multilayer was field cooled in 50 kOe, then
M (H) magnetization was measured first at a field 5>H
>25 kOe, and subsequently the field was set to zero
the MR(H) was detected for the same fields. For the fie
increasing branch of the loop the sample was field coole
13240
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50 kOe, then the field was reversed to250 kOe, and the
M (H), MR(H) curves were measured as before.

Figure 1 showsM (H) andMR(H) curves performed with
H i and H' at 5 K. In M (H) curves withH i we observe a
loop displacementHEB(i)52(H11H2)/250.64 kOe, and
a loop half-width Hc(i)52(H12H2)/251.26 kOe,
whereasHc(')52.1 kOe,HEB(')50.57 kOe, and the MR
loop is more symmetric forH' . These results show that th
H i measurement is performed along a hard axis in the
layers. It is worth noting that theMR(H) curves are very
different from theM (H) curves only for theH i case, exhib-
iting very high reversibility. In addition, the pronounced r
versibility of the field decreasing branch of the loop leads
a very asymmetric remanence curve, with anH1 exceeding 6
kOe, implying an extra contribution from the exchange b
field.

Magnetic relaxation measurements have been emplo
along with the remanence measurements to probe the a
metry of the magnetization reversal forH i andH' . Figure 2
shows typicalM (t) measurements at 5 K for the field in
creasing and field decreasing branches of the loop withH i .
The field increasing branch is measured atH521.5 kOe
and the field decreasing branch atH51.0 kOe, due to the
loop shift. In both cases the magnetization exhibits a lin
dependence with ln(t). This indicates that during the revers
in the FM layer there is no significant reversal in the A
layers which would lead to a variable exchange field act
on the FM domains.21 Similar M (t) measurements were pe
formed in various fieldsH to construct theS(H) curves
shown in Fig. 3 forH i andH' . Thex irr (H) was estimated
from the first derivative of the S-shapedMR(H) curve,
dMR(H)/dH, and is shown in Fig. 3. Since we have used t
percent ofMS moment change per decade of time units
S(H), we expressx irr in units normalized toMS to obtain a
direct estimation of the fluctuation field from their ratio18

H f5S(H)/@100 ln(10)x irr (H)#. Both theS(H) andx irr (H)
curves are ‘‘bell shaped,’’ exhibiting their maxima in field
which are close toH1 and H2 coercivities~dotted vertical

FIG. 1. M (H) ~open circles! andMR(H) ~solid circles! curves
at 5 K. The upper panel depicts longitudinal bias measurements
the lower panel perpendicular bias measurements.
7-2
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 132407
lines!. Such bell shaped curves are usually observed24 in FM
materials.

A marked difference~Fig. 4! between theH i andH' mea-
surements is the large asymmetry that appears only inS(H)
andx irr (H) curves for the field increasing and field decrea
ing branches of the loop withH i . This reflects the differen
potential barriers imposed to domain wall motion during t
magnetization reversal from1M to 2M and from2M to
1M state in the two parts of the loop withH i . Another
relaxation study12 reports a small deviation from the ln(t)
behavior and a sharp peak inS(H) curves for the left loop
side, both providing evidence for a rotation mechanism w
a smalldistribution of barriers to reversal. In our results ne
ther of these effects are observed. Figure 4 shows that forH'

the H f(V* ) curves exhibit a minimum near by theH1 and
H2 coercivities which is reminiscent to that observed25 in an

FIG. 2. Magnetization as a function of time for the field decre
ing ~upper panel! and field increasing~lower panel! branches of the
loop. The measurements were performed at 5 K and the field was
applied in the film plane.

FIG. 3. Magnetic viscosity~open symbols! S(H) and irrevers-
ible susceptibilityx irr (H) curves at 5 K. Upper panel is forH i and
lower panel forH' . The dashed lines indicate the position ofH1

andH2 coercivities.
13240
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assembly of randomly oriented, single-domain partic
where the magnetization reversal takes place by coheren
tation. However, it cannot be considered as unambigu
evidence for such a reversal mechanism. This similarity m
arise from the strain-induced15 perpendicular anisotropy tha
dominates the magnetic reversal mechanism.

On the other hand, theH i measurement reveals thatH f

exhibits a different field dependence between the t
branches of the loop, where the relatively highH f values
give a smallerV* ~less than 30 nm3) than for H' . It is
worth noting that the largerH f values~or smallerV* ) with
H i are obtained for the magnetization reversal from the1M
to 2M state, where the strength of the pinning forces
enhanced from the uniderectional anisotropy at the AF/
interfaces. The obtained activation volumeV* has a typical
size of about 20 nm3 that results in a diameter of less than
nm if we consider domains with a spherical shape. This s
fits well across a FM layer thickness and is comparable w
a correlation length of a partial domain wall in exchan
coupled AF/FM interfaces. It was shown26 that Eq.~1! holds
for single-domain particles or strong domain wall pinnin
whereas in the case of weak pinning thisV* is smaller by a
factor of 2. In accordance, the obtained differences in a
vation volumes between the increasing and decreasing
parts of the loop~Fig. 4! suggest different reversal mech

FIG. 5. Magnetization as a function of time at 80 K. A field o
21 kOe was applied in the film plane. The solid line is a fit with
function that includes a logarithmic and an exponential term.

-

FIG. 4. Plots of the fluctuation fieldH f and activation volume
V* as a function of the applied field. Upper panel is forH i and
lower panel forH' .
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nisms. Such differences between the increasing and dec
ing field part of the loop may arise from the unidirection
anisotropy at the AF/FM interfaces11 in longitudinal bias ex-
periments.

In contrast to pure logarithmic time dependence of
magnetization at 5 K~Fig. 2! the M (t) decay at 80 K shows
a different behavior~Fig. 5!. The data in Fig. 5 can be fitte
with a function that includes logarithmic and exponent
decay terms,27 as expected16 for M (t) measurements abov
TB . The major contribution originates from the exponent
component which accounts for the 70% of the total mag
tization decay within the observed time window. Howev
the coexistence of two time decay components does no
low a reliable estimation ofV* values aboveTB .
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In summary, it was shown that theS(H) and x irr (H)
curves differ substantially between the longitudinal and p
pendicular bias experiments due to strain-driven perpend
lar anisotropy in the multilayer. Both curves exhibit a lar
asymmetry between the increasing and decreasing field p
of a loop in longitudinal bias experiments, evidencing tw
inequivalent reversal mechanisms. However, theS(H) and
x irr (H) curves are symmetric in perpendicular bias expe
ments, indicating that the equivalent reversal modes app
in the increasing and decreasing field parts of a loop du
the strong contribution of the perpendicular anisotropy.
nally, the dominance of an exponentialM (t) decay aboveTB
reveals a crossover between the ln(t) law when the exchange
bias sets in and the exponential relaxation whenHEB
vanishes.
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